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TRIP TO LEMON LAKE 

ACCESS. 
- From the town of Horsefly, drive over the bridge (over the Horsefly River) and 

halt" a kilometer on, take the first road to the LEFT, direction Horsefly Lake Resort 
- About 4 to 5 kilometers, watch for a road to the RIGHT starting at the bottom 

of a kind of large S curve At the intersection a sign post should indicate "Lemon Lake 
Road". 
Take this road all the way; a few kilometers away, you should find a farm with a sign 
"Slow down - children" then a bridge over Gibbons creek and then a curve to the right, 
you will come to the start of "Logging Road 8500" on your left 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
1) along the logging road, starting + or - at Km8504, ubiquitous K-Fetdspar 

alteration within monzodiorite to diorite, extensively found in large sub-outcrops and 
boulders on both side of the road up to Km8507, especially as you drive up to the top of 
the hills at Km 8506(+/-), 

2) 500 meters +/- past Km 8506, old tote road or trail leading off to the right 
through a kind of a clearing. 
At the end of the clearing, stack of old ddh core boxes , collapsed , rotten but still 
visible.on the left in bushes. 
Then drive to the end of the road at the base of the hill where the local farmer has built up 
an earth mound to stop potential truck any further WALK the steep hill, following the old 
road about 1 Km, pass by a long lake then reach a wide rubble zone overlooking a E-W 
trail at its base This is the MAIN SHOWING Cu-staining + mineralization all over 
the place. 

3) in recent years, much logging has taken place in the area bit and piece of 
mineralization, rusty zones in lot of places. 

4) at Km8505, a tote road leaves toward the North and leads (if passable or on 
foot) to old drilling site at base of a long hill with small cliffs of autobrecciated basalt 
flows. Go up over the hill and (if lucky) you may find on the other side with much gentler 
slope, an old trench with massive pyrite (contains some gold values) but much 
overgrowth This is typical of a pyrttic rim around a mineralized porphyry system 

5) at Km8504 - 200 meters to the West: a tote (or farmer road) going to the S E ; 
it takes you to the South shore of Lemon Lake. If dry conditions, you may follow the road 
to the end in a cleared area/ logged off There you will find piece of sub-outcropping 
gabbro, nepheline gabbro/shonkinite and much diorite with biotite alteration. 

GOOD LUCK AND H A V E A NICE TRIP 


